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AFSPA SHOULD GO ENTIRELY BECAUSE OF  THE IMPUNITY IT

OFFERS ARMED FORCES
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It augurs well for the future that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has given the first

authentic indication that the operation of the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act

(AFSPA) may come to an end in the whole of the north-eastern region, if ongoing efforts

to normalise the situation bear fruit. Mr. Modi’s remark that a good deal of work is being

done in that direction, not only in Assam but also Nagaland and Manipur, may be

rooted in his keenness to demonstrate the level of progress achieved in the region

under his regime; but it will bring immense relief to the citizens, nevertheless. Areas

notified as ‘disturbed areas’ under AFSPA have been progressively reduced in the last

few years, mainly due to the improvement in the security situation. About a month ago,

the Union Home Ministry reduced such notified areas considerably in Assam, Nagaland

and Manipur. There was a substantial reduction in Assam, where AFSPA was removed

entirely in 23 districts and partially in one. In Nagaland, after the removal of the law from

15 police stations in seven districts, it remains in areas under 57 police stations, spread

across 13 districts. Areas under 82 police stations are still notified under the Act in

Manipur, even though 15 police station areas were excluded from the notification from

April 1. Mr. Modi, who spoke at a ‘peace, unity and development rally’ in Diphu in Assam

last week, cited “better administration” and the “return of peace” as the reasons for the

removal of AFSPA in these areas in a region that has seen insurgencies for decades.

AFSPA was revoked in Tripura in 2015 and in Meghalaya in 2018. It is not unforeseeable

that other States will also be excluded from its purview at some point of time. It is

convenient to link the exclusion of an area from AFSPA’s purview with reduction in

violence by armed groups, improvement in the security situation and an increase in

development activity, but what is important is the recognition that the law created an

atmosphere of impunity and led to the commission of excesses and atrocities. It was

hardly four months ago that 15 civilians were killed in Mon district in Nagaland in a

botched military operation. Therefore, alongside the gradual reduction in the areas

under the Act, there should be serious efforts to procure justice for victims of past

excesses too. On the political side, it is indeed true that much headway has been made

in moving towards a political solution to some of the multifarious disputes in the region,

in the form of peace accords, ceasefire and creation of sub-regional administrative ar-

rangements. The removal of AFSPA from the entire region will be an inevitable step in

the process. But irrespective of the security situation, AFSPA should not have allowed

such impunity to the armed forces.
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HEATWAVE DEATHS MUST BE TREATED AS A DISASTER THAT
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India has been in the grip of what seems like an eternity of heatwaves. April

temperatures over north-west and central India are the highest in 122 years. During April

1 to 28, the average monthly maximum temperature over northwest India was 35.9°

Celsius and the same over central India was 37.78° C. These averages belie

measurements at the district and sub-divisional level where several parts of Rajasthan,

Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, and Maharashtra have seen temperature inch towards the

mid-40s and breach normals. There is little respite expected in May, which is anyway the

hottest month, though the India Meteorological Department (IMD) says that while north

and west India will continue to sizzle on expected lines, and must likely brace for more

heatwaves, the rest of the country is unlikely to see the levels of March and April. A

heatwave is declared when the maximum temperature is over 40° C and at least 4.5

notches above normal. A severe heatwave is declared if the departure from normal

temperature is more than 6.4° C, according to the IMD. The proximate causes for the

searing heat are an absence of rain-bearing Western Disturbances, or tropical storms

that bring rain from the Mediterranean over north India. Cool temperatures in the

central Pacific, or a La Niña, that normally aid rain in India, too have failed to bolster

rainfall this year. This is an unusual occurrence.

Despite five Western Disturbances forming in April, none was strong enough to bring

significant rain and depressed temperatures. The IMD has forecast a ‘normal’ monsoon

or 99% of the Long Period Average (LPA) of 87 cm and is expected to forecast the

monsoon’s arrival over Kerala later in May. On the surface, there is no direct bearing

between the intensity of heatwaves and the arrival and performance of the monsoon. In

fact, even as northern India baked for want of rain, April saw monthly rainfall break a

four-year record with high rainfall in several parts of southern and north-eastern

India. May too is expected to see 9% more rain over India than is usual for the month,

though it must be kept in mind that base rainfall is so low in this month that it is

unlikely to make a mark. While individual weather events cannot be linked to

greenhouse gas levels, a warming globe means increased instances of extreme rain

events and extended rain-less spells. What is better known is it helps to have disaster

management plans in place that help States better deal with heatwaves and their

impact on health. The official toll due to heatwaves in the last 50 years is put at over

17,000 people, according to research from the IMD. The heat island effect means

urbanisation adds degrees to the already searing conditions; and so, heatwave deaths

must be treated as a disaster that merits compensation. Private and public workplaces

too must be better equipped to factor heatwave risk.


